Privacy and security are the most important issues to the popularity of cloud computing service. In recent years, there are many research schemes of cloud computing privacy protection based on access control, attribute-based encryption (ABE), trust and reputation, but they are scattered and lack unified logic. In this paper, we systematically review and analyze relevant research achievements. First, we discuss the architecture, concepts and several shortcomings of cloud computing, and propose a framework of privacy protection; second, we discuss and analyze basic ABE, KP-ABE (key policy attribute-based encryption), CP-ABE (ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption), access structure, revocation mechanism, multiauthority, fine-grained, trace mechanism, proxy re-encryption(PRE), hierarchical encryption, searchable encryption(SE), trust, reputation, extension of tradition access control and hierarchical key; third, we propose the research challenge and future direction of the privacy protection in the cloud computing; finally, we point out corresponding privacy protection laws to make up for the technical deficiencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing combines the concept of grid computing, distribution and utility computing, and so on, which links a large amount of computing resources, storage resources and software resources together, and form a huge pool of shared virtual resource [1] - [6] .
In the cloud, the owners are not able to control the data that can be executed on the platform. For example, the owner does not know whether the data is protected or not and the task is executed or not. In order to allow enterprises and organizations to apply cloud computing technology and deliver their own data to CSP (cloud service provider), it is necessary to analyze and solve privacy and security, encryption, access control and trust problems in the cloud computing [4] .
There are many research schemes of privacy protection based on access control, encryption and trust, but they are scattered and mostly not systematic [7] - [10] . Therefore, it is necessary to conclude the recent research results of several technologies to facilitate privacy protection in cloud computing [14] .
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Most of the existing privacy protection schemes do not have dynamic protection function, and their scalability is not strong. Overall, the current research and progress on cloud computing privacy protection is still in infant stage, and a complete research system has not yet been formed [5] . Therefore, how to achieve fine-grained security and privacy protection in the process of dynamic data updating will be a major challenge [11] - [13] .
A. RELATED WORKS
This sub-section focuses on discussing privacy and security in the cloud computing, and moderately involves in related areas, such as edge computing, fog computing, IoT and blockchain. These survey articles are compared with our paper in the Table 1 .
Cloud computing privacy and security issues have always been a hot topic in academic discussion. Reference [4] identified five most representative security and privacy attributes (confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability and privacy) and demonstrated their relationships, but lacked a specific performance comparison description. Reference [5] investigated various methods of secret communication, such as secret channel, side channel attack and fuzzy technology, discussed the secret communication technology related to application scenarios, and showed their advantages and limitations. Similarly, [7] summarized the key security and privacy challenges in cloud computing, classified existing solutions, compared their advantages and limitations, but lack of comparison with other review articles.
Cloud computing is a new computing model in the medical field. Reference [86] focused on the research challenges of electronic health reword (EHR) in terms of the following tasks: 1) EHR security and privacy; 2) security and privacy requirements of electronic health data in cloud environment; 3) EHR cloud architecture; 4) different EHR encryption and non-encryption program. Reference [194] summarized four SE technologies: searchable symmetric encryption (SSE), public key encryption with keyword search (PEK), attributebased encryption with keyword search (ABK) and proxy re-encryption (PRES), but only give a technical overview. Reference [195] summarized different attribute-based cooperative electronic health encryption schemes, compared and analyzed the security, revocation ability and efficiency. However, the privacy protection technology mentioned in this paper is relatively single.
Reference [85] introduced the concept and characteristics of edge computing, and proposed some requirements for edge computing security data analysis by analyzing the potential security threats of edge computing, and give a comprehensive review of the advantages and disadvantages of existing edge computing data analysis work. Reference [131] provided a subject classification of trust in the Internet of Things, and considered the role of trust entities, trust attributes, trust applications, trust management, trust measurement, trust computing schemes.
Reference [189] studied several security methods based on block chain, which included authentication, confidentiality, privacy and access control lists, data and resource sources, and integrity assurance. But they lacked other aspects of privacy technology, such as trust and reputation and access control. Reference [190] mainly focused on the construction and future development of the Internet of Things system. In this article, the security protection of privacy is only a small aspect, which lacks systematic discussion.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Based on the basic concepts, privacy and security issues of cloud computing, this paper focuses on the key technologies, such as access control, encryption, trust and reputation, and carries out the latest research results of cloud computing. The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
• We discuss these shortcomings of cloud computing privacy security risk, and propose a framework of privacy protection.
• We summarize several important modes of ABEs, such as CP-ABE, KP-ABE, revocation mechanism, multi-authority, fine grained, trace mechanism, proxy re-encryption and hierarchical encryption.
• We analyze several searchable encryption schemes of cloud outsource service, such as searchable asymmetric encryption (SAE) and searchable symmetric encryption (SSE).
• We discuss and compare cloud computing privacy and security issues based on trust and reputation.
• We analyze that the combination and extension of trust, reputation, access control, multi-tenant and hierarchical key.
• We analyzed the challenges and issues in the cloud privacy, and pointed out the future direction of development. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the problems of privacy protection in cloud computing, and propose an overall framework. In section III, we discuss related research of ABE, such as access structure, revocation mechanism, multi-authority, fine grained, trace mechanism, proxy re-encryption and hierarchical encryption. In section IV, we discuss several searchable encryption schemes of cloud computing. In section V, we mainly discuss privacy protection of cloud services based on trust and reputation. In section VI, we analyze the extension work of MAC, UCON, RBAC, ABAC, trust and hierarchical key in privacy protection. In section VII, we discuss challenges, issues and future directions of cloud computing. In section VIII, we propose corresponding privacy laws to make up for the technical deficiencies. In order to clearly illustrate the overall structure, this paper presents an organizational framework in Fig.1 . 
II. PRIVACY PROTECTION FRAMEWORK OF CLOUD COMPUTING
In cloud computing, the user's privacy data is confidential. Data outsourcing storage, virtualization and multi-tenant, big data and other technologies make people concern the risk of privacy disclosure, details are shown in Fig. 2 .
A. RISKS OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Privacy protection is taken to prevent the exposure of personal information and sensitive information stored in the cloud, the sharing of data, computing, integrity verification, delete and other operations, as well as the entire life [1] . In order to protect the user's information and personal privacy, several solution methods usually are taken, such as access control, encryption, trust technology or a variety of combination of the above methods [2] , [4] - [6] . Dynamic computing and storage services of cloud computing promote significant changes in information technology field [12] , [14] , at the same time, which also has brought tremendous impact to security and privacy, as follows:
(1) Virtualization technology and the relevant multi-tenant model can cause data loss in the same physical device.
(2) There is lack of trust between the user and the cloud platform, so users do not believe that the data is used in the cloud platform.
(3) The information is highly centralized, and security method must meet the requirements of processing in the cloud.
B. TRADITION ACCESS CONTROL
Privacy and security are the core of cloud, how to achieve secure and efficient access control of data resources has become a key issue in cloud computing [4] . After identifying the legitimate identity of the user, the access control system restricts the ability and scope of the requester to access the data, which is usually used to protect key information resources and prevent the intrusion of illegal operation of legitimate users [8] , [9] , [11] , [12] .
There are many important access control technologies [8]- [10] , such as DAC (discretionary access control), MAC (mandatory access control), RBAC (role based access control), TBAC (task based access control), UCON (usage control), ABAC (attribute based access control), the performance comparisons are shown in Table 2 , both ' √ ' and '×' denote 'yes' and 'no', respectively. Based on the content evolution of policies, multiple access control models have inherent relationship logic as shown in Fig. 3 . A group of rules and procedures can enable legitimate users' authority to various data access in the access control, which is a key technology to guarantee the information confidentiality, integrity and data privacy in the network security [1] , [6] , [16] . Compared the traditional network environment, the access control technology is more important in cloud environment [5] , [8] . When using the services of storage and computing of cloud, the users must pass authentication of the CSP and take the appropriate policies to access data and services. In order to ensure the cloud computing security, mutual authentication and access control between service providers are needed, and cloud customers not only need to prevent side channel attack, but also need relevant mechanisms to ensure data security [14] , [15] .
At the present market, CSP make use of different access control mechanisms in the cloud platform to provide security protection, and the academic circles study security and P. J. Sun: Privacy Protection and Data Security in Cloud Computing: Survey, Challenges, and Solutions privacy from the view of system and structure technology [9] , but there are still many problems:
• Cloud security architecture: Both subjects and objects have not been clearly distinguished from the past time, and the corresponding access control technologies have expanded from the user's authority in a secure way, access virtual resources and storage data in the cloud environment [2] . In addition, there are contradictions between traditional distributed access control and centralized resource management in the cloud computing, and open policies have formed a severe test for cloud security management [3] , [4] .
• Cloud security mechanisms: because lots of the applications belong to different security management domains in the cloud, when users need to cross domains access resources, the certification services need to be set up in the domain boundaries to formulate public policies [2] , [6] . When multiple tenants have caused side channel attack, this can easily lead to privacy leakage [12] .
• Cloud access control security model: the concept and connotation of subjects and objects in the cloud has changed greatly, so the traditional access control model has been unable to meet the requirements of the cloud computing [9] - [12] . In the cloud environment, the relationships of the roles are complex, the scale of users changes frequently, the number of the administrator is numerous, the level is complex, and the assignment of authority is different from the traditional model. In the traditional mode, the user can handle data in a reliable and trust environment, but it is completely different in the cloud environment [4] . Because both user and the server are not completely credible, users must ensure data security, prevent CSP malicious disclosure or analysis of mining user privacy data. In a word, it is necessary to combine a variety of technologies to build a comprehensive privacy protection framework of cloud computing ( Fig. 4 ), we will introduce attribute-based encryption, access control, search encryption, trust and reputation technology and so on.
III. PRIVACY PROTECTION BASED ABE
User and CSP do not trust each other in the public cloud environment, so the user uploads the ciphertext to the cloud platform [4] . In order to ensure the data security and protect the user's privacy, it requires that the encryption key is generated and managed by the data owner [8] . At present, many schemes of privacy protection based on access control have been proposed in the industry domain. An important problem is how to selectively share documents based on fine grained attribute access control policies in public cloud [6] , [11] .
An approach is that the encrypt documents satisfy different policies with different keys in the different cryptosystems, such as symmetric encryption, attribute-based encryption, proxy re-encryption [12] , [13] , [16] . However, such an approach has some weaknesses, which cannot efficiently handle adding/revoking users or identity attributes, and require to keep multiple encrypted copies of the same documents, further incur high computational costs [15] . Without utilizing public key cryptography and allowing users to dynamically derive the symmetric keys at the time of decryption, one can address the above weaknesses [9] , [14] .
A. RELATED KNOWLEDGE ABE belongs to public key encryption mechanism. Its object of decryption is a group, not a single user [16] . The key feature is the introduction of attribute concept. Group refers to users with certain combination of attribute values [17] . For example, undergraduate students in computer colleges refer to a group of undergraduates whose attributes are computer colleges.
1) DEVELOPMENT OF ABE
Since 2005, ABE has made significant progress in KP-ABE, CP-ABE, revocation mechanism, access structure, multiauthority, hierarchical architecture, trace mechanism, proxyencryption, and other extension of ABE [15] , [18] , details are shown in the Fig. 5 .
ABE uses the combination of attributes as the public key of the group, and all users send data to the group by using the phase public key [18] . In the example above, {computer, college, undergraduate} is the public key to send cryptography to undergraduates of computer college. The private key is calculated and distributed to individuals by the attribute authority [17] .
2) RELATED DEFINITION ABE mechanism uses access structure representation policy, takes bilinear pairing as the technical basis, and constructs security based on various mathematical problems and assumptions [17] . The following are the formal definitions of the basic concepts.
Definition 1 (Access Structure A [17] ): Assuming that {P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P n } is a collection of participants, P = 2 {P 1 ,P 2 ,··· ,P n } . Access structure A is a non-empty subset of
The expressive ability of access structure is an important factor that restricts the development of ABE technology, and it is related to the efficiency of the whole access control system and the definition of protection granularity. Current types of access structure can be divided into three categories: threshold, access control tree and secret sharing mechanism. [18] proposed threshold content as an access control structure for the first time. The threshold structure (k, n) divides the secret information s into n parts by Lagrange interpolation theorem, the secret s can be reconstructed only when no less than k information cooperates.
As shown in Fig. 6 , k x represents the threshold requirement to recover secret information, when k x = 1, threshold denotes (''OR''); when k x = n, threshold denotes (''AND''). Threshold scheme has the advantages of simple implementation and low system complexity. The development of ABE started from the threshold structure. Many studies are based on the threshold structure. However, due to the single operation of the threshold structure, only a single ''AND'' or ''OR'' operation can be performed. This method can simply reflect the relationship between attributes.
The introduction of tree structure effectively improves the expressive ability of access structure [18] . As shown in Fig. 7 , tree structure combines multiple ''AND'', ''OR'' and ''threshold'' operations to enable access structure to reflect more complex logical relationships among attributes. T is a tree access structure in which non-leaf nodes represent a threshold structure described by their children and corresponding thresholds. Leaf nodes represent a corresponding attribute, and k x = 1 , when x is a leaf node, the corresponding attribute is denoted as attr(x). Let num x denotes the number of sub nodes of node x, the sub nodes of each parent node are numbered sequentially from 1 to num x . The following methods are used to determine whether the set of attributes satisfy the access control policy described by the access control tree. Let T represents an access structure tree. T x denotes a subtree that is considered x root in T , when the root node is r, then T can be expressed as T r . If attribute set ω conforms to the access control policy of T x , then T x (ω) = 1. T x (ω) can be calculated recursively as follows.
(1) If x is a leaf node, and attr(x) ∈ ω , then T x (ω) = 1.
(2) If x is not a leaf node, x is the subnote of x , and computing T x (ω), if k x number of subnodes x satisfy with T x (ω) = 1, then T x (ω) = 1.
(3) Although the tree scheme has made some improvements on the basis of the threshold scheme to enhance the expressive ability of the access structure, it needs to specify the size of the attribute and user space in the initial stage of the system, which can't meet the dynamic growth of the number of users and attributes in the new computing environment.
In order to improve the security of the system, researchers proposed an access structure based on LSSS (Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes [20] ). LSSS can effectively prevent key loss and malicious user attacks, and reduce the risk among secret sharing users.
Assuming that (M , ρ) represents access structure A. M is a l × K matrix, ρ is a function of mapping row element {1, 2, · · · , l} in a matrix to secret sharing participant P. The specific linear secret sharing method includes the following steps:
(1) Secret sharing algorithms. Let us random choose k − 1 number of v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v k−1 from Z p , combine secret s to form a k dimensional vector v = (s, v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v k−1 ); if A i is the i line element in the matrix, then the secret shared component of secret participant ρ(i) is defined as
(2) Secret recovery algorithms. If a set of attributes of a secret participant is ω ∈ A, let L = {i|ρ(i) ∈ ω} , then a set of recovery coefficients {µ i } i∈L can be calculated according to A, and i∈L µ i • σ i = s.
(3) Although the transition of access structure from threshold structure and tree structure to more complex LSSS can solve the requirement of attribute space and user space in the initial stage of the system, it also increases the complexity of public key design and the computational cost of the system. Definition 2 (Bilinear Pairings [21] ): Map: e : G 1 × G 1 → G 2 . It satisfy these characteristics:(1) Bilinearity :
there is an efficient algorithm for computing e(f , h). Noting: e(f a , h b ) = e(f , h) ab = e(f b , h a ), and e( * , * ) is symmetric operation.
Definition 3 (Computation Diffie-Hellman Assumption [22] ): Let us random choose a, b ∈ Z * q , compute g ab based on a predefined triple couple (g, g a , g b ). [22] ): Let us random choose a, b, c ∈ Z * q , R ∈ G 2 , and judge whether equation e(g, g) abc = R is valid or not based on a preset triple couple (g, g a , g b , g c , R).
Definition 4 (Decision Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH)
Definition 5 (Decisional Linear(D-Linear) [23] ): Let us random choose generator g, f , v of group G with order q, random select exponent a, b ∈ Z q , R ∈ G, determine whether equation v a+b = R is validate or not based on the preset element (g, f , v, g a , g b , R). Definition 6 (Indistinguishability Under Chosen Ciphertext Attack (IND-CCA) [24] ): The interaction between the adversary and the challenger is as follows:
(1) The challenger establishes the encryption scheme systematically, outputs the public-private key pair and gives the public key to the adversary.
(2) The adversary can make some decryption inquiries to the challenger who decrypts the ciphertext and returns the result to the adversary.
(3)The adversary chooses plaintext M 0 and M 1 , and sends them to the challenger who tosses a fair coin b{0, 1}, encrypts plaintext M b , and gets ciphertext C * and sends it to the adversary.
(4) The adversary can continue to ask the challenger for decryption except ciphertext C * .
(5) Finally, the challenger must answer 0 or 1 (denoted as b ) as a guess of ciphertext. If b = b, the adversary wins the game. The advantage of the adversary in the game is defined as Pr[b = b] − 1/2. For an encryption scheme, if the adversary of probability polynomial time has negligible advantages in the above-mentioned games, the encryption scheme is called IND-CCA security [24] . In order to understand of this article, several relevant notations and meanings are given in Table 3 .
3) SEVERAL MECHANISMS OF ABE
The participating entities of ABE system include authority agencies and users. Authority agencies supervise attributes and issue attribute keys to users [18] , [25] . Users are divided into message senders and receivers, [18] proposed basic ABE (fuzzy identity-based encryption). Each attribute in the system is mapped to Z * q by hash function, and both ciphertext and user key are related to attributes. This mechanism supports attribute-based threshold policy, for example, if the attribute set of a paper in the library is {computer, security, English, doctor} and the number of attribute encryption threshold parameter is 2, then the attribute set of user is {computer, English, doctor} can access the paper, else can't access the paper while the attribute set is {English, doctor}.
The basic ABE mechanism includes four algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt. During initialization, the system runs according to the security parameters and generates two groups G 1 , G 2 with prime value q and bilinear pairs e : G 1 × G 1 → G 2 , d is threshold parameter. (1)Setup: Authorize agency randomly selects y, t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n ∈ Z q , system public key PK is (T 1 = g t 1 , · · · , T n = g t n , Y = e(g, g) y ), (y, t 1 , · · · , t n ) is master key MK .
(2) KeyGen: Authorize agency generates private key of user u, randomly selects a polynomial p of (d − 1) degree, let p(0) = y, private key of user SK is
(3) Encrypt: Sender encrypts messages with attribute A C , random selects s ∈ Z q , ciphertext is (
In the above mechanism, KeyGen algorithm uses Shamir threshold secret sharing mechanism [26] , which embed secret y into each component D i of SK to implement threshold policy. SK is related to random polynomial p, which makes it impossible for different users to carry out collusion attacks with their private keys. Encrypt algorithm uses bilinear pairing to encrypt messages, and the ciphertext components E i are related to attributes, thus specify the necessary attributes for decryption. Random numbers s can prevent users from decrypting subsequent ciphertext successfully. In the above basic ABE mechanisms, PK is linearly related to the number of system attributes, and the number of power operations and bilinear logarithms is more [26] . The specific process is described in the following Table 4 .
The basic ABE can only represent the ''threshold'' operation of attributes, and the threshold parameter is set by the authority center [18] . Many practical applications need to support 'AND', 'OR', 'threshold' and non-operation of attributes in accordance with flexible access control strategies, so that the sender can specify access control strategies. ABE is a type of public-key encryption in which the secret key of a user and the ciphertext are dependent upon attributes. In such a system, the decryption of ciphertext is possible only if the set of key attributes of user matches the attributes of the ciphertext. There are two types of attribute-based encryption schemes: key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE, Fig. 8 ) [19] and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE, Fig. 9 ) [27] . KP-ABE: As shown in Fig. 8 , user's keys adopt tree structure to describe access policy A u−KP , the set of leaf nodes of a tree is A u . Ciphertext is related to attribute set A C , when A C satisfies A u−KP , users can decrypt ciphertext.
The difference between KP-ABE and basic ABE mechanism are KeyGen and Decrypt algorithm. KeyGen algorithm can use secret sharing mechanism and adopt top-down method to define a random polynomial p x whose number of times is less than the threshold value of nodes for each node x in the tree.
If px(0) = p parent(x) (index(x)), and parent(x) represents parent node of x, index(x) represents the number index of x, when r is root note, then p r (0) = y , and the master key y is dispersed into the private key component D i corresponding to the leaf node.
Decryption algorithm decrypts each node by recursive process from bottom to top, and obtains the secret value needed to recover plaintext. In Fig. 8 , A C satisfies policy A u1−KP , node set S in decryption tree is {AND}, the ciphertext adopts tree structure to describe the access policy A C−CP and achieves the access control policy decided by the sender.
In CP-ABE, the user's key is related to attribute set A u , when A u , satisfies A C−CP , the user can decrypt the ciphertext. Unlike the basic ABE algorithm, the length of PK and MK is independent of the number of system attributes in the CP-ABE. Both KeyGen and CP-ABE use two-stage random mask to prevent collusion among users. The user's private key is related to the second-stage random number. In encrypt algorithm, the implementation of access tree is similar to KeyGen algorithm of KP-ABE, the difference is p r (0) = s, and the leaf node corresponds to the ciphertext component E i . Decrypt algorithm is same as KP-ABE, but the number of bilinear pairing is two times. In Fig. 9 , A u1 satisfies A C−CP , and the set of internal nodes s in the tree is decrypted
Because the encryption rules are contained in the encryption algorithm, the cost has been greatly reduced in network bandwidth and node processing overhead. In KP-ABE, users' secret keys are generated based on an access tree that defines the permission scope of relevant users, and data are encrypted over a set of attributes.
However, CP-ABE uses access tree to encrypt data, and users' secret keys are generated over a set of attributes. The access control policy is associated with the ciphertree, the decryption key is bound by a set of attributes that can be described, and the decryption key can be obtained when the decryption party own the attributes matched polices.
CP-ABE algorithm is quite popular in the cloud environment [28] . In short, three ABE schemes are quite different, specific details are shown in Tables 5 and 6 , basic ABE can only use threshold police, the scope of application is relatively limited; both KP-ABE and CP-ABE have much wider applications, but the burden of encryption, decryption and communication is very heavy.
The encryption party has no need to know who decrypt the encryption information, when the decryption party can meet the appropriate policy, which can decrypt the ciphertext. ABE algorithm is based on Bilinear pairing theory of elliptic curve, which is impossible to be deciphered [29] . ABE is attached to an access structure in the security simulation, which is difficult to be embedded into an ordinary hard assumption because of the complexity of the access structure, so it is very safe in theory and practice [30] .
B. REVOCATION MECHANISM
When the user's attribute changes, the system cannot be accessed the data in the ABE system. How to efficiently revoke or change the user's attribute in the ABE mechanism is a very important problem [31] .
Several revocation mechanisms are shown in Table 7 , ''/'' denotes that a specific performance is not discussed. AA (attribute authority) expresses authority, if the user is offline, he can get updated information; else if the user is online, he can get the information from the online party. Reference [29] proposed a revocation mechanism; each attribute contains an active period. If an attribute of the system is removed, then the latest attribute will be stopped, when all users' keys are updated, the relevant attributes are not released. However, the encryption party needs to negotiate with the agency in the key update phase, users interacts with the agency online, the attribute cannot be revoked before the expiration time [32] .
Reference [30] proposed a new update method of CP-ABE. In this scheme, authority department granted termination date for each user's attribute, the start time was attached to the plain text, and the end date is attached to the ciphertext. Reference [33] proposed a scheme based on CP-ABE mechanism, which used proxy encryption technology to support the revocation of KP-ABE, and the relevant member of the master key was updated with the revocation attribute, then it generated a new proxy key to comply the attribute of the instant revocation.
References [30] , [36] presented an encryption method of identity attributes, improved the efficiency of the key update, and reduced the number of keys to the logarithmic order, but the scope of application is small and the conditions are harsh. References [33] - [35] proposed a new revocation mechanism that had no need to update the user key, but there is still a problem of heavy computing burden on the client side. Reference [37] proposed a new CP-ABE algorithm to achieve the access control of the encrypted text, but the encryption was in the client, so customers had to bear huge heavy encryption costs. Reference [38] proposed a secure and efficient data sharing framework with obligation capabilities in hybrid cloud. The scheme achieved the purpose of revocation, but the program's revocation unit was lack of fine grained access control.
Reference [39] proposed to add a time limit to the user's attributes, each attribute authority can dynamically delete any user from its domain, and those who are revoked cannot access subsequent outsourced data, the specific mechanism is shown in the Fig. 10 . Reference [40] proposed an attribute revocation scheme based on CP-ABE, CSP has a certain trust degree, the data owner would deliver the CSP implementation, but the access program structure tree only supported the ''AND'', therefore, it cannot provide a fine grained and flexible access control policy, these details are shown in Table 8 . Reference [41] described the KP-ABE mechanism, and complied the fine grained access control policy simultaneously, greatly reduced the computational burden of the client. 
C. MULTI-AUTHORITY ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION (MA-ABE)
Every attribute of the user needs to obtain a private key with a trust authority in the ABE mechanism, which requires many authority centers, and can lead to increase the work load of the single authority and reduce the efficiency, so the emergence of the multi-authority centers is logical ( Fig. 11 ). Multiattributes are regulated by different authority, each attribute generates an encrypted private key to prevent the authority center to steal the private key [43] , [46] .
Each policy authority has a master key, in order to ensure the correct decryption operation, the total keys of the attribute authority are equal to the master key for the system [42] . Different collusion users can recover the master key, thus threat the system security, so the contradiction between the correctness and the security of the system is a difficult problem in the research of ABE. Because the central authority (CA) guarantees the operation of decryption, the research of multi-authority is divided into two categories: ABE with CA and ABE without CA.
Reference [43] constructed a new multi-privilege ciphertext strategy ABE scheme for cloud storage data access control system, which was proved to be self-adaptive and secure in the standard model, and supported monotonous access strategy. Reference [44] proposed an efficient and secure multi-privilege access control scheme for cloud storage, which did not need global permissions and can support any LSSS access mode, and proved security in random oracle model. Reference [45] designed an efficient and revocable data access control scheme for multi-privilege cloud storage system, then simulation results showed that the access control scheme is secure and more efficient in the random oracle model. Reference [46] proposed a hierarchical attribute set access control scheme, that added attribute set signature based on the CP-ABE, multi-authority was performed by hierarchical procession, each layer of authority was responsible for different algorithms. However, the revocation granularity is insufficient, so the scheme is difficult to play an advantage in the cloud computing. These comparison results of several articles are shown in the Table 9 .
D. FINE GRAIN
These above encryption models are based on user's identity or attribute, there are a lot of risks in the multi-tenant cloud environment. Therefore, it is necessary to build a flexible, efficient and fine-grained ABE to protect the privacy and integrity of the user data in the dynamic cloud environment [51] .
Reference [47] proposed a fine-grained data access control scheme to support cloud-based expressive access policy with fully hidden attributes in the internet of things. Specifically, because of random characterizes, attribute information is completely hidden in access policy, and a fuzzy attribute mechanism based on Bloom filter is developed to decrypt ciphertext successfully. Reference [48] proposed a hybrid access control scheme, which divided user's domain into private and public party. The private party is used for CP-ABE, while the public party is used for the hierarchic access control in order to compensate for fine-grained access. However, encryption had been achieved on client party, which did not make full use of cloud computing capabilities and increased the burden on customers. Reference [49] proposed an effective compatible encryption system that held the feature of RBAC and ABE, users accessed the cloud data when ABE encryption is adopted. Reference [50] proposed a license scheme based on trust and reputation mechanism. In the scheme, an ABE mechanism is proposed to enable data owners and authentication centers to identify cloud data by peerto-peer encryption and token strategy. Especially, in a less trust cloud environment, data owners can still control their data. Based on CP-ABE mechanism, [51] proposed a secure access control scheme for cloud storage, which formalized 'read' and 'write' operation through public and private keys, and accessed data through passwords. The scheme was more transparent to users, and the key generation was almost independent of users.
In the [52] , a kind of access control framework based on the ABE was proposed to realize the privacy protection and permission authentication in the cloud. In this framework, cloud platform can carry out an authentication before the data was uploaded by the data owner. Reference [53] proposed a scheme to ensure both efficiency and security by combining symmetric encryption with asymmetric encryption. Both CP-ABE and XACML were combined through the public attribute set; symmetric cryptography was used to achieve the confidentiality of massive data in the cloud storage. During the transmission of medical data, it is easy to lead to the leakage of patient's privacy information, so [54] provided a robust and lightweight heartbeat protocol to deal with the key revocation problem. Based on the constant-size ciphertext policy comparative attribute-based encryption, [55] proposed a new effective framework which supported negative attributes, embedded relevant attributes into the user's key, and merged these attributes constraint into a ciphertext in the encryption process, and implemented flexible access control strategies with different range relationships.
Reference [56] developed a new technology for ABE, which divided the computation of these algorithms into two stages: the preparatory stage completed the work policy of encrypting messages or creating keys before knowing the message or attribute list/access control policy; the action stage assembled ABE ciphertext or key. Although existing outsourcing ABE solutions can offload some intensive computing tasks to third parties, the verifiability of results from third party has not yet been resolved, so [57] proposed a general and efficient solution, which introduced security outsourcing technology into ABE. Further, [58] proposed a new ABE system, which supported the issuance of security outsourcing keys and decryption, and performed a fixed number of simple operations locally for the attribute issuer. These corresponding comparison results are shown in Table 10 , in terms of the burden of decryption, these four articles [16] , [56] - [58] are the same, and [58] performs better in terms of key generation and encryption than other three schemes. 
E. TRACE MECHANISM
In ABE mechanism, users can acquire new attributes set by collusion, and obtain the corresponding permissions. In order to solve these problems, it is necessary to enhance the security of access control system [16] . According to the different requirement by the algorithm, the research of traceability can be divided into white-box and black-box mechanism [59] . White-box uses the key as the input content of the trace algorithm to track the key of the user. According to the decryption device, black-box does not know the decryption algorithm and the information of the decryption key [60] . Black-box mechanism provides the device with ciphertext and gets the deciphered plaintext from the device, so that it can be traced to at least one user [61] .
Based on the DBDH, [59] proposed a white-box scheme, which adds unique identity attributes to each ABE user. When generating user's private key, besides the attributes of access control policy, the user submits the corresponding body. The scheme solved the problem of malicious key distribution and collusion attack; however, it only supported selective security. In order to improve the security of white-box mechanism and the expressive ability of access control system, [60] proposed an efficient and expressive traceable ABE mechanism based on signature mechanism, which can support arbitrary monotonous access structure. Then, [61] proposed a collusion-proof black-box KP-ABE mechanism, which supported arbitrary monotonous access structure under the standard model, and had more efficient efficiency.
Based on the DBDH and D-Linear, [62] proposed a traceable CP-ABE scheme. Two different encryption algorithms are designed in this scheme. When using ordinary encryption algorithm, the encryption of information does not contain personal identification information, and all users satisfy the access control policy that can decrypt ciphertext. Because users can't distinguish between encryption and ordinary encryption algorithm, the strategy hiding is realized. However, the trace mechanism may significantly increase the length of decryption key and ciphertext while protecting the privacy of users. Reference [63] proposed a black-box scheme, which has the following advantages: (1) it supported the traceability of completely anti-collusion blackbox; (2) the traceability of the new system did not require secret input. Reference [64] proposed a specific scheme to support black-box mechanism, which can identify a user's key from multiple users. The relevant comparison results of trace schemes are shown in Table 11 .
The attribute-based proxy re-encryption (ABPRE) scheme combines the traditional proxy re-encryption with ABE, and the user can decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext with the associated attributes ( Fig. 12 ). However, many ABPRE schemes required a lot of pairing operations, which meant huge computing overhead [65] . In order to reduce the number of pairing based on exponential operations, a new ABPRE scheme can reduce the burden of operation delay by constant pairing [66] . In order to support multiple attributes, [67] proposed a new access strategy based on LSSS matrix structure. The scheme allowed the encryption program to decide whether the ciphertext can be re-encrypted and the proxy to be added access policies. Reference [68] proposed a new CCA-CP-ABPRE to solve the selected password text attack, which supported attributebased re-encryption of any monotonous access structure. Reference [69] proposed a new CP-ABPRE which combined dual-system encryption technology with selective authentication technology to support monotonous access structure. Reference [70] proposed a new proxy re-encryption scheme, which can provide a fine-grained access control in cloud storage systems. This scheme required linear number of exponential and constant number of pairing calculations for encryption and decryption, which greatly reduced the computational burden. Reference [71] proposed a secure CP-ABPRE scheme based on Waters' dual system encryption technology, which was constructed in composite order bilinear groups and proven secure under the complexity assumptions of the subgroup decision problem. The comparisons of trace schemes are shown in Tables 12 and 13 , [70] needed a constant number of paring operations in reencryption and decryption when compared with [66] - [69] and [71] , computation burden is much lower.
G. HIERARCHICAL ENCRYPTION
In practical applications of cloud computing service, hierarchical management mode is usually used for such applications, such as hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE), hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE, Fig. 13 ) and hierarchical attribute-set-based encryption (HASBE) and so on [72] .
1) HIERARCHICAL IDENTITY-BASED ENCRYPTION (HIBE)
Identity-based encryption (IBE) system is a simple, certificate-free public key infrastructure (PKI) model. HIBE improves the scalability of IBE by sharing the workload of root private key generator (PKG) among several lower-level pkg, thus facilitating the private key delegation. Because of its structure, HIBE can be deployed in cloud computing, pervasive computing systems, wireless sensor networks to provide access control [72] . At present, almost all existing HIBE schemes have a disadvantage that ciphertext size or private key size must depend on the hierarchical depth of identity. To solve this problem, [73] proposed a new efficient HIBE scheme which had a constant size of ciphertext and private key, the size of ciphertext and private key was independent of the hierarchical level. In the standard model, many structures of HIBE must be fixed to the maximum depth. Reference [74] proposed a new anonymous HIBE scheme, which did not impose additional restrictions on system functions in public parameters. Because of static assumption, a nested two-system encryption parameter was adopted to prove complete security. Reference [75] proposed a hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) scheme which was represented by scheme H1 and H2. In terms of provable security attributes, the direct construction of ciphertext of HIBE has one or more shortcomings, such as the security of selective identity attacks. Both H1 and H2 avoided these shortcomings which can also be avoided by specifically HIBE schemes for internal product encryption. The anonymous HIBE scheme is suitable for anonymous communication system and public key encryption system with keyword search function. However, previous HIBE schemes have some drawbacks, such as weak security, short ciphertext size, and the construction of bilinear groups based on compound order, so [76] proposed an efficient anonymous HIBE scheme for short ciphertext based on prime order bilinear groups. Table 14 shows the comparison result of several schemes [73] - [76] , such as public parameters, keys and ciphertext.
2) HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION (HABE)
The HABE scheme offers fine-grained access control, scalability, and full delegation by combining the features of HIBE and ABE. HABE works in a disjunctive clause fashion and assumes that all attributes in one conjunctive clause are administered by the same domain master [77] .
Cloud storage greatly facilitates the sharing of data between individuals and organizations on the Internet. Reference [77] proposed an attribute-based first-order bilinear group encryption scheme based on forward secure ciphertext strategy, which is the core construction of attribute-based data sharing scheme. The security of the scheme is proved in the standard model. Reference [78] proposed an attribute-based hierarchical encryption scheme, which combined the hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE) system with the ciphertext attribute-based encryption system. Reference [79] proposed a new ciphertext policy hierarchical ABE (CP-HABE). In this scheme, attributes are organized in a matrix, and users can delegate their access rights to lower-level users. These features enable the CP-HABE system to carry many users from different organizations through keys and achieve efficient data sharing.
3) HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE-SET-BASED ENCRYPTION (HASBE)
HASBE combines the characteristics of attribute set based on encryption (ASBE) and HIBE, each user or data owner is managed by a domain authority [80] . There are five kinds of participants that can participate in the system: data owner, user, domain authority, parent/trusted authority and cloud service provider. The scheme uses the delegation algorithm to establish the hierarchy of system users. Reference [81] proposed a hierarchical encryption based on attribute set, which extended the user hierarchy to ASBE. This scheme not only had scalability of hierarchical structure, but also inherited flexibility and fine-grained access control in supporting composite attributes. Reference [82] proposed a HASBE scheme, which extended attribute set encryption based on ciphertext strategy of user hierarchical structure, and inherited the fine-grained access control of ASBE. In cloud computing, data owners and service providers are usually not in the same trusted domain. Further, [83] proposed a secure and efficient cloud computing data collaboration scheme based on hierarchical attribute encryption. When users decrypted ciphertext, this scheme provided partial decryption structure and constructed partial signatures by outsourcing signature computation. Reference [84] proposed a hierarchical attribute-set-based encryption. This scheme not only had the scalability of hierarchical structure, but also inherited the flexibility and fine-grained access control that supports ASBE composite attributes.
H. DISCUSS AND ANALYSIS OF ABE
Based on the above research, the advantages and disadvantages of various models are summarized in the following Table 15 .
In short, ABE can well demonstrate advantages in cloud computing. On the one hand, ABE is suitable for cloud computing architecture, on the other hand, ABE can fully implement data access control in cloud platform [77] . The previous sections discuss the research process of ABE which has made considerable achievements, such as policy flexibility, attribute revocation, multi-authority center, proxy re-encryption and hierarchical encryption so on. But there are still many problems worthy of further study. According to the recent requirements and the drawbacks of existing algorithms, future work can be studied the following aspects:
• Optimizing the construction of CP-ABE scheme: many existing construction methods add additional restrictions or redundancy, researcher can try to design a new access structure, which can be represented by a monotone Boolean formula and implemented by a LSSS matrix as small as possible [74] .
• Improving the efficiency of ABE schemes: most of existing ABE schemes use bilinear pairing as a convenient construction way. However, bilinear pairing has high computational complexity, which makes the algorithm inefficiently, so researcher can construct ciphertext by mathematical method and decrypt ciphertext by constant pair or another method [77] .
• Constructing new ABE schemes: identity-based encryption scheme can be constructed by bilinear pairing, quadratic residue, lattice theory. ABE is widely regarded as the generalization and extension of IBE, but it only consists bilinear pairs which have limitations in efficiency [75] .
• Accountable ABE: accountability is a good method to prevent key abuse. For further research, it is necessary to design an efficient ABE scheme under these assumptions of the subgroup decision making problem with three primes [78] , [79] .
• Focusing on the applicability and practicability of ABE: a preliminary proposal of ABE can be put forward to achieve data confidentiality and fine-gained access control. ABE has made considerable achievements in theory; however, it has not been widely used in applications because of huge computation burden and lack of trust among proxy nodes. Future research can pay more attention to the combination of ABE and other technologies in cloud computing environment, such as the combination of ABE and access control model, trust technology and so on.
IV. SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Due to the large growth of information technology, there is a large-scale data outsourcing to cloud servers, various attacks will destroy the confidentiality of cloud data. In order to prevent information leakage and protect data security, user' data often is encrypted to upload the cloud [85] . Because ciphertext is stored in the third-party servers, normal search schemes cannot be applied. It requires relevant searchable encryption method to find the target data [86] .
To solve these problems, searchable encryption (SE) technology can guarantee the privacy and availability of data, and support the query and retrieval of ciphertext data. 1) Encryption: The user encrypts the data and generates the index structure, then uploads the index and ciphertext to the server.
2) Token: Users use a key to generate a trapdoor for keywords, which requires token not to reveal any information about keywords.
3) Keyword search: The server implements the search algorithm with the keyword, and returns the ciphertext containing the corresponding keywords. The server is required to obtain no more information except the keyword information in the ciphertext. 4)Decryption: Users use the key to decrypt the encrypted files feedback by the server and get the search results.
Searchable encryption schemes can be divided into two main types ( Fig. 15 ):
1) Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE): SSE is an efficient ciphertext retrieval scheme based on symmetric encryption. Data owners and users share the same key information.
2) Searchable asymmetric encryption (SAE): SAE is suitable for one-to-many data sharing scenarios based on public key encryption systems. Its security is based on different VOLUME 7, 2019 assumptions, such as, Decision Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) [22] . Because SAE scheme is usually inefficient based on bilinear pairings, which leads to high complexity of the algorithm, because of the separation of public key and private key, it still very suitable for multi-user data sharing system.
A. SEARCHABLE SYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION (SSE)
SSE is a symmetric key encryption technology by selective search function. Some projects support more expressive keyword search, such as fuzzy keyword search [87] - [89] , search based on fully secure keywords [90] - [92] , multi-keyword ranked search [94] , [95] , dynamic update SSE [98]-[100].
1) FUZZY KEYWORD SEARCH
Fuzzy keyword search makes system utilities by providing possible matching files for user based on similarity semantics keyword. In this solution, the edit distance is used to evaluate the similarity of keywords.
Reference [87] provided a search scheme, which use locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to ensure similar biometric readings from the same person. For the input with a smaller hamming distance, the LSH's output has the same hash value. Reference [88] proposed a general similarity search structure to measure the similarity distance by JacCard distance. This protocol is also interactive, which requires two rounds of communication to retrieve documents. Reference [89] proposed a fuzzy keyword search scheme based on similar semantics of editing distance. The idea is to estimate the fuzzy keyword set by editing distance of each keyword.
2) FULLY SECURE KEYWORD SEARCH
Reference [90] proposed a symmetric encryption scheme based on inner product. This scheme provided searchable indexes and tags as vectors and compute their inner product during the search phase. Further, they give a completely secure definition, that is the scheme implements predicate privacy (search tokens do not leak information about encoding query predicates) and plaintext privacy. Reference [91] also proposed a scheme based on inner product, which combined index generation technology with some homomorphic encryption, separated the query phase from file retrieval by introducing communication. So, this scheme had more flexibility and allowed users to retrieve documents selectively and efficiently.
Reference [92] proposed a keyword search scheme to support dynamic encrypted data based on reverse index. This scheme not only supported binary search (the time complexity is reduced from O(n 2 ) to O(log n), n is the number of keywords), but also provided stronger security concepts: statistical plain text privacy and statistical predicate privacy. Reference [93] proposed a three-group symmetric key predicate encryption scheme. This scheme satisfied the selective security model under the non-interactive assumption, which used three hidden groups instead of four hidden groups.
3) RANKED KEYWORD SEARCH
Ranked keyword search refers to the system feedback results by the relevant criteria, such as keyword frequency which enhances the applicability of the system and meets the actual requirement of privacy protection in cloud computing.
Reference [94] proposed a multi-keyword search scheme based on similarity ranking to protect privacy. This scheme built search index based on word frequency, and vector space model can get higher search result precision based on cosine similarity. Reference [95] proposed a ciphertext keyword ranking search algorithm. According to secure inner product computation, they choose ''coordinate matching'' and ''inner product similarity'' to quantitatively measure the similarity. Reference [96] proposed a ranked search symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme with small leakage of relevance score information. In order to search the encrypted file set, this scheme also designed a new encryption primitive, which used one-to-many mappings to protect privacy and verify the search results.
By constructing coordinate matching mechanism, a multikeyword ranked search scheme was proposed to capture the correlation between data documents and search queries [97] . In addition, the scheme also quantitatively evaluated the related similarity measure by using the inner product similarity.
4) DYNAMIC UPDATE
SSE scheme can support to add or delete new files from the encrypted document set. After the client generates ciphertext, once new records are created, data must be updated in time. Reference [98] proposed a dynamic SSE (DSSE) scheme, but it leaked the hash of the unique keyword contained in the update document. Reference [99] deployed a dynamic symmetric searchable encryption scheme in databases. Although it shows progressive better performance than previous work, it also leaks more information. Reference [100] proposed an SSE scheme which allowed users to conduct secure joint keyword search, update outsourced file collection, and effectively verify the authenticity of search results. The verification mechanism of the scheme can be entrusted to a public trust agency. Table 16 shows the comparison results of several SSE schemes from six important indicators: security, storage space complexity, search time complexity, query type, dynamics and verifiability. Reference [99] is more practical, because it has the characteristics of high efficiency, keyword search and dynamic update. Reference [100] is more suitable for public clouds, because it considers the reliability and privacy of stored files. Reference [92] provided a higher security of keyword privacy, it can be applied to cloud computing.
5) COMPARISON OF SSE
We discuss the investigation of searchable encryption techniques, further classify and compare different SE schemes according to safety, efficiency and function. However, many SSE schemes are impractical in terms of the performance and key management issues, they are not the preferred method of querying cloud service searches.
B. SEARCHABLE ASYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION (SAE)
In this section, we will analyze public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS), attribute-based encryption with keyword search (ABKS), and proxy re-encryption with keyword search (PRKS). Although these three solutions have relatively high computational complexity, both PEKS, ABKS and PRKS have shown better performance in terms of security and privacy with the revolutionary progress of hardware.
1) PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION WITH KEYWORD SEARCH (PEKS)
PEKS is an encryption method that uses public key system to search among ciphertexts. Because of good confidentiality performance, it has a wide range of applications.
Reference [101] proposed a novel PEKS to support privacy protection based on randomization without interaction between potential senders and receivers. Reference [102] proposed the concept of token privacy within the framework of PEKS. When two tokens are given, it is difficult to guess whether they correspond to the same keyword, so the security is guaranteed.
Reference [103] proposed the security concept of non-linkable IBE key, which guaranteed the privacy of search token in PEKS. However, this scheme is constructed on complex order groups. Compared with prime order elliptic curves, it need larger parameters and longer time to complete matching. Reference [104] proposed a keyword search scheme. It not only effectively supports binary search, but also significantly reduces the search complexity from O(n) to O(log n) , n is the number of keywords, which has strong security concepts, namely statistical IND-PEKS-CKA security and statistical search mode privacy.
Reference [105] proposed a new fuzzy keyword search scheme. In this scheme, the untrusted server can obtain the fuzzy search trap gate, but can't exact trap gate, and defines semantic security under chosen keyword attack (SS-CKA). Reference [106] proposed a new public verifiable search asymmetric encryption framework. It provided strong support for outsourcing encrypted data based on IND-PEKS-CKA security. Table 17 show the several PEKS schemes according to the six important indicators: security, storage space complexity, search time complexity, query type, dynamics and verifiability; both [101] , [102] and [103] have higher query efficiency, both [104] and [106] provide better security protection. Reference [104] has higher search efficiency, and [106] provides more flexible and secure verification.
2) ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION WITH KEYWORD SEARCH (ABKS)
ABKS is an important encryption search method that uses attribute-based encryption mechanism to encrypt data. This search technology allows users to search keywords for encoding cloud data when the attributes of users satisfy the access policy.
Reference [107] proposed an attribute based encryption with keyword search scheme of feedback results. However, the validation of correctness of keywords is very expensive. Reference [108] proposed a new primitive ciphertextpolicy attribute-based encryption with keyword search. If the attribute credentials of user cannot satisfy the access control policy of data owner, the user cannot search the ciphertext.
Reference [109] proposed an efficient keyword search scheme based on key policy attributes, which greatly reduced the complexity of computation. However, the scheme was not dynamic enough to adapt to the multi-attribute situation. Reference [110] presented a keyword search scheme, which can effectively remove users in the cloud system. This scheme allowed owner to independently encrypt data and outsource cloud servers. Reference [111] studied application scenarios of multi-sender and multi-user, and proposed a flexible synonym keyword search scheme. Further, [112] proposed a new ABE scheme, which achieved keyword search through key publishing, CSP can execute partial decryption without knowing the plaintext to reduce the computational burden. Table 18 shows the comparison results of several ABKS schemes in terms of security, query type, verifiability and user revocation, [110] can provide keyword search, verifiability and user revocation, so it has strong security. Although [108] considers both keyword privacy and access strategy, it does not support joint keyword search, verifiability and user revocation. Therefore, [110] is more suitable for cloud services than other existing ABKS schemes.
3) PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION WITH KEYWORD SEARCH (PRKS)
PRKS is a basic encryption technology that uses proxy reencryption system to search encrypted data. It allows authenticated data users to grant search functions to other users by re-encrypting out-of-source data.
Reference [113] proposed two security concepts of PRES: message privacy and keyword privacy. For message privacy, adversary can obtain plaintext of almost all ciphertexts. For keyword privacy, adversary can obtain plain text of any ciphertext, as well as almost all tokens, but it cannot determine which keyword corresponds to a given ciphertext. Reference [114] proposed a new searchable proxy reencryption scheme, which extended the original definition of PRKS for encrypting key generation and keyword ciphertext. This approach separated the encryption of messages from the encryption of keywords, so that it has the flexibility to choose the PRKS schemes to meet practical requirements.
References [115] and [116] presented proxy keyword search encryption scheme, respectively. Both schemes achieve the security of ciphertext, keyword anonymity, unidirectionality, non-interaction and collusion resistance. Reference [117] further introduced a new primitive: constrained one-hop proxy re-encrypted to support connection keyword search. However, PRKS can only consider coarsegrained enforcement, which delegates search functions to a specific authorized user. Based on the combination of attribute-based encryption and proxy re-encryption, [118] proposed a new method, which allows data owners to delegate keyword search functions to users who conform to specific access control strategies. Table 19 shows the comparison results of several PRKS schemes in terms of security, query types and multiple users. [118] can delegate keyword search functions to multiple users who conform to specific access control strategies. Other PRKS schemes cannot re-authorize search privileges for multiple users in one operation. Therefore, [118] is more suitable than other PRKS schemes. 
C. DISCUSS AND ANALYSIS OF SEARCH ENCRYPTION
Many scholars of network security have studied the security of searchable encryption, the search expressive ability and the search efficiency, further produced a series of important research results [85] . However, there are still some problems that need further study. 1) Study the expressive ability of ciphertext search statements. Flexible ciphertext search statements can't only enable users to locate accurately the encrypted data, but also enable users to express search requirements flexibly.
2) Study the security of searchable encryption schemes. Based on different security levels, seek simple and efficient assumptions to prove the security of searchable encryption schemes.
3) Study the attribute-based encryption scheme with abundant expressive ability. The abundant expressive ability is the most important feature of attribute-based encryption, which directly reflects the searchable ability. 4) Study efficient decryption algorithm and ciphertext outsourcing computing schemes. Pairing computation will consume a lot of time, and reducing the number of pairings will improve the efficiency of encryption and decryption. 5) Study simple hypothesis. Under the same level of security, the simpler hypothesis will greatly promote the application of attribute-based encryption. 6) Study lightweight searchable encryption. On the premise of the expressive ability and the security searchable encryption, the lightweight method can reduce the burden of encryption.
V. TRUST AND REPUTATION OF CLOUD COMPUTING
Trust and reputation (TR) are important considerations for cloud service adoption and are closely related to privacy protection [119] . Cloud computing system requires users' trust and reputation-related information to be fully disclosed, which will bring hidden risk to users' privacy ( Fig. 16) . Recently, the combination of various methods provides an almost optimal solution for TR management in privacy protection of cloud computing services [120] .
A. PRIVACY BASED ON TRUST
Trust and privacy are closely related in the cloud environment. It's a popular technology for privacy protection research. Recently, there have been many achievements of trust-based privacy protection in academia [119] , [120] .
Reference [121] designed a two-layered certification scheme based on the private non-profit organization cloud association. This showed how the organization can motivate suppliers to provide high data security and provide privacy protection for users. Reference [122] proposed a privacy-based cross-cloud trust evaluation protocol. First, feedback is protected by homomorphic encryption and verifiable secret sharing. Secondly, trust assessment can be done in a distributed way, even when some parties are offline. Thirdly, in order to facilitate customized trust assessment, innovative mechanisms are adopted to store feedback, which can be handled flexibly while protecting feedback privacy. There are many candidates in the cloud service, so how to let users select suitable objects is an important issue. Reference [123] proposed two privacy schemes for mobile applications based on the trust behavior of users. User's private data can be saved by applying this security protocol and homophobic encryption. In order to ensure the accuracy of recommendation, [124] take the similarity between doctor reputation score and user's requirement and doctor's information as the basis of medical service recommendation, and proposed two specific algorithms to calculate similarity and reputation score. Finally, security analysis illustrated the superiority of this scheme. Mobile cloud involves a large number of task allocations in the scheduling process. How to solve the contradiction between cloud user privacy and task allocation is a challenge for mobile cloud. Reference [125] proposed a privacy-preserving awareness scheme which supported accurate task allocation based on geographic information and mobile user credit points. Sensing tasks were protected by proxy re-encryption and signature technology, and anonymity is reported to prevent privacy leakage. Reference [126] proposed a cloud service evaluation method to calculate trust values based on compliance and reputation. Reputation is calculated based on collective feedback from user. Feedback ratings are the views of each user about the service being invoked. This method can greatly improve the service selection process in cloud applications, but the calculation process is more complex and the burden of client is very huge.
Reference [127] proposed two new methods to identify false feedback. Feedback evaluation component was used to check the received feedback and identify its possible false identity, Bayesian game model was used to correct its wrong behavior. The results show that the feedback evaluation component can correctly identify and correct false feedback. Malicious dissemination of patient's medical records will bring various risks to patient's privacy. Reference [128] proposed a system MedShare which solved the problem of sharing medical data in a distrustful environment. Medshare monitored entities that access data from data storage systems for malicious use. By implementing MedShare, CSP and other data protection personnel will be able to achieve data sources and protect data privacy.
Reference [129] proposed an anonymous reputation system based on block chain, and established a trust model for privacy protection of van truck based on block chain. The transparency of certificate and revocation is effectively realized through the proof of existence and non-existence. However, the scheme is complex, which is not conducive to the mastery and use of medical personnel. In order to verify the validity of the trust protocol, [130] proposed a new trust evaluation method of STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) based on the specification state model. Experiments showed that the trust protocol can achieve security objectives, and has low computational overhead and good convergence performance. The comparison results are shown in Table 20 .
B. PRIVACY BASED ON REPUTATION
Reputation is also an important consideration when adopting cloud services. The development trend of reputation management is demand-driven. Recently, different reputation management methods in cloud services have been proposed [131] .
Reference [132] proposed a privacy-preserving reputation system to support anonymous ratings. In this system, the user can approve the corresponding comments, and the user who received the predefined quantity of content was considered experienced and gets the ''senior member'' level. With the emergence of Vehicle Edge Computing (VEC), service providers can directly host services in the vicinity of mobile vehicles. Reference [133] focused on reputation management, in the implementation of VEC process, to ensure security protection and improve network efficiency. The system has significant functions to improve the overall performance: 1) distributed reputation maintenance; 2) credible reputation performance; 3) accurate reputation update; 4) availability of reputation.
In order to realize the protection of dynamic and private decentralized reputation, [134] proposed a dynamic privacy protection reputation system, which supported many functions, provided the protocols to realize these functions, and described the construction process of the protocols. Reference [135] proposed a privacy-preserving reputation management system, which allowed the secure transfer of reputation. The prototype implementation of the reputation transfer protocol and the experimental deployment of the reputation management solution in the e-learning forum are all conceptual validation.
Reference [136] proposed a reputation and attributes dynamic access control framework (RADAC) for privacy protection in the cloud computing environment. First, RADAC is used to encourage honest users to take good action in the cloud environment. Secondly, RADAC is used to restrict malicious users 'destructive behaviors in the cloud environment. Finally, RADAC is developed to detect malicious behavior of dishonest users and automatically prevent their further behavior from threatening the security of cloud computing. Reference [137] proposed two weighted reputation aggregation privacy protocols: one is a semi-honest model, the other is a malicious model by using homomorphic encryption primitives, verifiable encryption and knowledge proof of discrete logarithms, and result showed that they are practical and superior than previous works.
Users are reluctant to submit negative feedback because they are afraid of receiving retaliation from users. Reference [138] proposed a privacy-preserving reputation protocol, which did not require centralized entities, trusted third parties or specialized platforms, such as anonymous networks and trusted hardware. Furthermore, this protocol required the exchange of messages which are the number of users in the protocol. Reference [139] proposed a reputation mechanism to encourage CPS to differentiate between honest and malicious users and to allocate resources in a non-shared way. Further, the effectiveness of the reputation management system is verified by experiment. The comparison results are shown in Table 21 C. COMBINE TRUST AND REPUTATION With the requirement for privacy, trust and reputation gradually converge and become the key factors in cloud service applications. TR has recently received a lot of attention and obtained a lot of research results [140] .
Trust involves many factors, [141] proposed a new multidimension trust and reputation computing model for cloud computing, which integrated many trust factors and improved the novelty of the model. In addition, this paper used weighted moving average and ordered weighted average (WMA-OWA) combination algorithm to dynamically assign a weight to both trust and reputation coefficient. Reference [142] proposed a decentralized privacy protection reputation system based on block chain, proved correctness and security, eliminated the requirement for users to trust any third party or even other users, described the reputation system in e-commerce applications.
Reference [143] proposed a reputation trust and privacy protection scheme for mobile cloud computing (MCC). In the first stage, they used reputation-aware to select and utilize cloud services. In the second stage, they proposed an anonymous secure shell ciphertext strategy based on attribute encryption to manage privacy protection. In addition, this scheme proposed an outsourced service mechanism for mobile devices that further utilize encryption and decryption service providers for complex operations. Reference [144] discussed the impact of malicious servers on different trust and reputation models in wireless sensor networks. First, five trust and reputation models, BTRM-WSN, Eigen trust, peer trust, power trust and linguistic vague trust are analyzed. Second, they compared the overall framework of the above trust and reputation models. Finally, they deployed a trust model to the overall evaluation of WSN, however, the computational complexity is relatively high.
Anonymity and trust are two conflicting goals in mobile networks. Reference [145] proposed a framework to solve the problem of ''no identity trust'' in mobile networks, which included three parts: privacy-preserving source models, data trust assessment schemes, and anonymous reputation management protocols. Compared with other recent solutions, this solution did not require a trusted third party and can enforce positive and negative reputation updates. Reference [146] proposed an approach for managers of trust and reputation. Firstly, the user accessed the resource block through the scheduling manager, and the structure was sent to the user after accessing the resource block. Secondly, after calculating the safety factor and reputation value, it is allocated to the fuzzy logic system, and the security score of the resource center is obtained.
Reference [147] proposed a reputation-based trust model, which evaluated the reputation of service providers by considering customer feedback, server rejection rate and server workload trust evaluation algorithms. There are many factors involved in the trust evaluation, but the weight formula of each trust attribute is not given, so the accuracy of trust is low. Reference [148] designed a reputation-based trust management framework (Cloud Armor) which provided several trust functionalists as a service, including 1) a new protocol to prove the credibility of trust feedback and retain the user's public relations; 2) a measure of counter-trust; and 3) trust service of availability model used to manage decentralized implementations. The comparison results of several article are shown in Table 22 .
D. DISCUSS AND ANALYZE OF TRUST
In the above sections, many trust and reputation methods have been introduced, such as, weight, Bayesian inference, and fuzzy logic. Reputation is the extension of trust, so we discuss and analyze the future of trust research, which include trust composition, propagation, update and formation and so on [148] .
Trust composition: Most trust measures involve social indicators, because friendship deserves attention in recommendation because of social similarity and interest.
Trust propagation: The major challenge of cloud central trust communication is the design of infrastructure, which can disseminate trust information in cloud computing.
Trust update: Time is sensitive to trust-updates, the time differences between executing instances of a transaction will affect trust scores.
Trust formation: Multi-trust formation method needs to consider multiple trust measures or proprieties. Therefore, in the process of trust computing, besides several common attributes, more measures and attributes must be considered.
VI. COMBINITION TECHNOLOGIES IN PRIVACY PROTECTION
With the further development of research, both ABE, trust and access control technologies are combined to achieve a dynamic operation authority [122] .
A. ACCESS CONTROL, TRUST AND ENCRYPTION
Trust alone is not enough to solve privacy and security problems in cloud computing. It is necessary to integrate multiple technologies to achieve better privacy protection security performance from multiple perspectives. User can rely on a trusted cloud to carry out encryption and decryption of complex key management, which not only can ensure the security of cloud data, but also fully utilize the computing power of the cloud platform to reduce the cost of client (Fig. 17) .
Reference [149] proposed a trust access control model which added trust and environmental conditions to realize the integration of the trust and authority, achieved the effective implementation in the new network service entity, and can protect the personal privacy and service providers in Ad Hoc Networks. Reference [150] analyzed the challenges of multiple access control models in the cloud, and used the graph theory technology to analyze the interaction between service provider and data owner.
Reference [151] proposed a model of access control HDFS (Hadoop distributed file system) based on user trust value. It combined the third-party authentication system Kerberos, realized the authentication of users, and sated up a trust value for each user. Further, in order to improve verification efficiency, [153] designed a trust cloud computing platform to perform remote user authentication information by enclosing the ''virtual machine'' and trust coordinator. Reference [152] proposed an encrypted RBAC trust model to explain and improve the security of data in cloud storage system. This trust model considered role inheritance and hierarchical structure to evaluate role credibility. Combining with practical application scenarios, it explained how to use trust evaluation to reduce risk and improve decision quality of cloud storage services. But the structure is too complex to cope with the complex and changeable cloud environment.
B. MULTI-TENANT
Virtualization technology is the foundation of cloud computing, which directly led to the birth of multi-tenant of cloud computing [156] . Multi-tenant often runs on the same physical host, which is likely to affect other users, such as channel attack. The virtual machine can be dynamically migrated according to the performance and requirements, the access permission is changed, so how to guarantee privacy protection is very important.
Reference [154] absorbed the concept of isolation and used the virtual machine monitor to provide a private space for the virtual machine of the specified program, only decryption and plaintext can run. Memory is not accessible by the operating system or other programs; isolation guarantees a high degree of data privacy in a virtualized environment. Based on the trust concept, [155] developed the trust authentication system model, which can be flexible to assign the virtual environment to the corresponding tenants, and analyze the form of trust in multi-tenant, which can effectively separate applications and data. Reference [156] proposed a multi-tenant and flexible access control policy which guaranteed the strong isolation of data of enterprises in cloud store. It can make an enterprise unauthorized user that have no access to others, and ensure the appropriate isolation of cloud data.
Reference [157] proposed a new multi-tenant access control model that was based on the principle of safety obligation separation. In this model, CSP can operate the security issues of the tenants in the cloud such as addition, deletion, and management. Reference [158] proposed a service-oriented multi-tenant access control model that can meet the requirements of the users and automatic generate related roles in the cloud environment.
Reference [159] proposed semantic access control model, which carried out privacy protection, prevention of unauthorized attacks by digital signature usage, revocation list for credential to prevent the usage of expired credentials. Reference [160] further proposed an efficient access control model-based attribute role, and provided the ability to issue certificate authority in the cloud computing. Reference [161] proposed a fine-grained access control model in cloud health systems. Permissions are activated or deactivated based on the current task, which are indirectly related to users and are allocated according to actual needs. These relevant comparison results of several articles are shown in Table 23 .
C. EXTENSION ACCESS CONTROL OF PRIVACY PROTECTION
Traditional access control model can't meet the requirement of privacy protection in the new network environment, however, due to the security and privacy policy of access control for the same resources set, there is conflict with each other, it can need new access control to facilitate privacy protection of cloud.
Reference [162] introduced a comprehensive privacyaware access control framework. The key component of the framework is a family P-RBAC that extended the RBAC in order to provide full support for expressing highly complex privacy related policies, such as purposes and obligations. References [163] , [164] proposed several features of the obligation: 1) association with action request, 2) temporal constraints and 3) conditional attribute. Reference [165] has developed a framework for expressing and enforcing policies by giving a formal definition of purpose, proposed a modal expression logic language for purpose constraints. However, it lacked corresponding verification examples and comparative analysis results. Reference [166] proposed a multipurpose access control model, which was based on subject attributes, context attributes and authority policies; access purposes were verified through a dynamic behavior, intended purposes were dynamically associated with the requested data object during the decision. From the perspective of policy application, [167] extended architecture of XACML, realized privacy protection based on effective credentials and management, demonstrated efforts.
Reference [168] proposed a mandatory content access control (MCAC), enabled content provider (CP) to control network nodes which can cache their content. In MCAC, CP defined different security labels for different content. Content router checked these labels to determine whether content objects should be cached. Many digital rights management (DRM) schemes use attribute-based encryption, but it is difficult to support dynamic updates of usage rights stored in the cloud. Reference [169] proposed a new DRM scheme based on secure key management and dynamic use control. When attributes satisfy the access policy of encrypted content, users can decrypt content and allow content providers to selectively provide fine-grained access control for content in a group of users.
RBAC is a general mechanism to describe the principle of access control, [170] proposed a data center access control solution, which has abundant role-based expressive capabilities. This solution utilized the logical formalism provided to implement advanced rule management, such as semantic conflict detection. According to combination RBAC with ciphertext policy attributes, [171] proposed a RBAC-CP-ABE scheme of data protection mechanism. Security analysis showed that this scheme maintained the security and efficiency characteristics of the CP-ABE scheme, but greatly improved the access control capability. Reference [172] proposed a model to generate executable access control tests using predicate/transformation networks, which transformed the implementation into executable code by mapping relationship, and evaluated the effectiveness of rules of RBAC.
Reference [173] developed a new access control protocol to provide privacy for honest users and prevent network owners and users from assuming responsibility for misconduct without the participation of any trusted third party. Reference [174] proposed a role-based access control using smart contract (RBAC-SC), which used intelligent contract and block chain technology to express the trust relationship, and implemented a challenge-response protocol to verify user's role ownership. Reference [175] proposed a set of protocols to solve sensitive location information problem. Specifically, users provided role and location tokens to service providers. Service providers negotiated role and location permissions to validate tokens and evaluate policies. Reference [176] proposed a role-based encryption (RBE) scheme, which allowed the implementation of RBAC policy for data stored in public clouds, and maintained sensitive information related to organizational structure in private clouds.
Reference [177] proposed a hierarchical virtual role assignment scheme based on negotiation, which can't only manage a resource server or agent, but also negotiate and support through multiple collaborative resource servers or agents. Reference [178] proposed a distributed rolebased multi-tenant access control architecture, both access specification and description are provided to meet the requirements of cloud users. Fog computing is an example of extending cloud computing, Reference [179] proposed an access control (CP-ABE) scheme for attribute updating and outsourcing capabilities, burden of encryption and decryption were transferred to fog nodes, so the computation of data owner and user is independent of the access structure. Reference [180] proposed a secure fine-grained data access control scheme based on ciphertext updating and computing outsourcing for fog computing. Based on attribute-based signature technology, the attributes of users can satisfy the update strategy. In the ABAC, users with high-level attribute values get low privileges. Reference [181] used bilinear method to construct a practical ABE group based on forward and backward functions, which can significantly reduce private keys and ciphertexts and provide flexible strategies for data services.
Flexible access control become the most urgent needs of data center, [182] proposed a more effective access control scheme with audit mechanism, introduced central organization to generate keys for validating users. Reference [183] designed a secure and lightweight data access control scheme based on CP-ABE, which can protect the confidentiality of outsourced data for mobile cloud computing. These comparisons of several articles are shown in Table 24 .
D. HIERARCHICAL KEY
Hierarchical key is an important method of privacy protection. Reference [184] designed a reliable hierarchical key distribution scheme that supported dynamic key distribution without redistribution of private information. Based on pseudo-random function, [185] implemented the worst and average bit operands of key derivation, and its exponential level was better than the depth of balance hierarchy. Reference [186] proposed a new security key management scheme to provide better security requirements. The scheme has the following characteristics: (1) It is simple to perform key generation and key derivation stages. (2) It can resist some potential attacks. Reference [187] proposed a new security model that provided a simple, effective and secure structure for key distribution at any level using pseudo-random function and forward-secure pseudo-random generator. Reference [188] proposed a hierarchical key distribution scheme based on linear geometry. In this scheme, the keys of hierarchical structure are associated with a private vector, both the inner product of the private sector and the common vector can be used to obtain the subclass encryption key. Table 25 shows the comparison results; private information is metric by class in access graph G = (V , E), and public parameters are measured for the whole system.
E. DISCUSS AND ANALYZE
In the above sections, we can know that the combination of trust, encryption, hierarchical key and access control can prevent the privacy disclosure in the cloud [149] . So, we believe that the following aspects should be further studied: 1) Both trust and access control can be combination. Before a user gains a role, the trust value can determine whether the user can gain the corresponding privileges to ensure the security of the host and the server [150] , [151] , [186] .
2) Both trust, hierarchical key and ABE can be combination. When access control model carries out ABE mechanism, system can determine the trust relationship among providers, cloud platforms and users through the trust value [152] , [153] .
VII. CHALLENGES, ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The above sections have discussed and analyzed various technologies, such as access control, ABE, search encryption, trust, reputation and so on. It is necessary to synthesize this article and make a general summary of the current challenges, issues and future directions.
A. CHALLENGES OF SEVERAL TECHNOLOGIES
In this sub-section, we analyze related challenges of several technologies in the cloud computing.
1) CHALLENGES OF TRUST
Although trust has made a lot of progress, there are some following challenges of trust-based schemes.
• Trust evaluation criteria are inconsistent in the different study. Due to the lack of standardized evaluation criteria, it is very difficult to compare different trust evaluation results.
• The trust of entities is mainly evaluated qualitatively. In order to accurately evaluate and compare the reliability of entities, quantitative trust computing algorithm is needed.
• A unified framework needs to be designed to integrate the comprehensive trust assessment of different entities involved in the cloud environment.
2) CHALLENGES OF ACCESS CONTROL
Currently, there are some challenges of access control in the cloud computing. Fine-grained
• access control schemes can bring high complexity, which limits their scalability and flexibility. How to achieve the goal of fine granularity and elasticity of access control in cloud computing at the same time is still a huge challenge.
• Access control policy is formulated by the data owner. There is still a great risk that cloud servers can access data arbitrarily or not strictly control third-party access by the policy.
• There are many problems to be solved urgently in the process of cross-domain access control, such as attribute management, key management, policy management, access conflict, unauthorized access and so on.
3) CHALLENGES OF ENCRYPTION
Although ABE is the most efficient among encryption schemes, it still faces the following challenges. • The construction of revocable, traceable, expressible and efficient attribute encryption scheme based on elliptic curve is a very important challenge.
• Because pairing-based attribute-based encryption schemes are more troublesome for cloud computing, it is important to construct efficient ABE schemes with side channel flexibility based on prime-order bilinear groups.
• Designing a lightweight encryption scheme based on multi-authorization attributes to resist privacy leaks is also a huge challenge.
• How to search ciphertext efficiently and quantitatively control privacy leaks is also a huge challenge.
B. RESEARCH ISSUES
In order to prevent illegal access to cloud systems, provide secure, reliable and trust services, we believe that the following key issues will continue to be addressed: 1. How to efficiently store and compute privacy-preserving cloud data?
2. Which access control mechanisms are more effective for secure cloud transmission?
3. Which encryption scheme can be used to protect data security and privacy?
4. How to share data with multiple cloud service providers efficiently and safely? 
5.
Who can provide data with CSP in critical emergencies? 6. What kind of rights can administrators provide to resist internal attacks?
7. How to deal with user revocation when authorized users leave the system? 8. How to deal with the relational complexity of cloud service providers?
9. How to provide the location and identity privacy for cloud computing?
10. How to deal with the security and privacy issues when a node leaves or joins the cloud? 11. After the cloud service provider detects the user's wrong behavior, how to keep the user's anonymity and track the user with its real identity?
12. How to build a secure keyword search scheme in distributed storage service model and extend it to the intelligent cloud environment?
13. How to effectively construct a secure index suitable for cloud computing and design a distributed searchable encryption algorithm is an urgent issue?
14. How to efficiently integrate encryption schemes with parallel distributed architecture, resource billing and dynamic requirements in cloud computing is an urgent issue?
C. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research and progress of cloud computing privacy and security in industry and academia is still in initial stage, future research work can focus on the following several aspects.
• Lightweight method for big data processing: In order to protect the security and privacy of large amounts of data, an efficient and lightweight encryption algorithm can greatly reduce the computing cost of resource-constrained devices [190] .
• Encryption-based access and privacy control: In order to ensure the security and privacy required by cloud regulations, it is an effective solution to protect privacy by combining encryption, authentication, access control, key management and other means.
• Finer-grained access and privacy control: The different sensitivity of different cloud domains is very important for privacy control. A feasible method is to divide a record into several parts according to its sensitivity and encrypt each part with different keys.
• Security risk management and mitigation: It is very important to design a secure migration method for intelligent clouds. In many applications, it is necessary to migrate applications from information to virtual servers, regardless of the security level of data.
• Adoption with privacy laws: Clouds need to collect information and transmit it to local or remote data centers for batch or online data analysis. However, in the process of data collection, the important privacy information is faced with privacy protection and management as well as legal issues. Therefore, the corresponding law also need to be upgraded [187] .
• Heterogeneous network architecture for cloud privacy: It is an important direction in the future to design a reasonable topology so that all heterogeneous network elements can coordinate communication and maximize the efficiency of each participant [190] .
• Compatibility of cloud computing mechanisms: Many well-known companies have released their own cloud computing products. Compatibility with related cloud computing products is a major direction in the future, from improving computing efficiency, reducing waste and saving energy.
• Integration of cloud computing and new concepts: New concepts of Internet emerge endlessly. In order to maintain vitality and competitiveness, it is necessary to integrate cloud computing, Internet of Things, fog computing, edge computing, block chain and other concepts. Developing safer, intelligent, fast, efficient and personalized Internet products are the future research trend [194] , [195] .
SUMMARY
How to protect the security and privacy is a big problem in the cloud computing [189] . We have summarized a variety of solutions in cloud computing privacy protection in this paper. We mainly discuss the research results of various ABE models, summarize their advantages and disadvantages, and analyze the integration trend of access control, encryption, trust and other technologies to achieve better privacy protection, finally, give the general summary of the current challenges, issues and future directions.
In addition to the above several technology aspects, we need to take more comprehensive consideration to form a complete security protection system, such as standardization, legal regulations and so on. At present, there are relevant legal professions in foreign countries, such as the HIPAA [192] (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) and FAPA [193] (Financial Agency Privacy Act), which required relevant units to protect the privacy of clients. Existing enterprise had to take the manner to protect customer privacy and convey their privacy policies, such as P3P privacy statement [196] or privacy seal programs [197] , in order to effectively ensure the long-term evolution of data security and privacy protection in cloud computing, and achieve the healthy and orderly development of cloud computing services [198] .
